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Methodology 
 
Union University retained Younger Associates to conduct an analysis of the economic 
impact of the University on the economy of Madison County, Tennessee. A model of the 
local economy, driven by U.S. Bureau Economic Analysis regional input-output 
multipliers (RIMS II), was applied to determine economic impact. 
 
Local tax rates, consumer spending levels, wage rates and property values were used in 
this analysis. Union University supplied actual operation budget dollars, enrollment data 
and student spending data. The operations of LifeWay Christian Bookstore and 
ARAMARK food services were included in this study. These operations are not owned 
by Union University but are integral to the university. 
 
Younger Associates has applied this modeling system to hundreds of projects over the 
past twelve years. When compared to actual economic activity (on projects of a scope 
that allow actual measures) the economic impact projections produced by this model have 
been found to be reliable and tend to be conservative. 
 
This same model is utilized in courses by the Economic Development Institute of the 
International Economic Development Council. The model was adopted several years ago 
by the Memphis-Shelby County Office of Planning and Development for analyzing new 
business and industry. 
 
 
Societal and Workforce Impact 
 
In the case of analyzing Union University, the model captures only a one-dimensional 
measure of impact, dollars flowing through the economy to businesses and employees as 
a result of the presence of Union University. The societal impact of education cannot be 
measured in this type of analysis. 
 
The economic benefit of college-educated workers available in the local workforce 
because of Union University cannot fully be measured. The availability of skilled 
workers is one of the top factors in business growth and expansion and industrial 
recruitment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Summary of Economic Impact 
 
Union University directly employs 348 people and has a full-time equivalent student 
enrollment of 2,323. The total economic impact of all related activities (including 
ARAMARK and LifeWay) is $87.3 million annually and supports 1,299 jobs. 
 
Based upon the average wages paid, the economic impact of a typical college graduate’s 
earnings over a 25-year career are $2.6 million while the impact of a typical high school 
graduate’s earnings over the same period are $1.5 million. 
 
In 1997 a comparable study was conducted of the University’s economic impact on 
Madison County.  
 
It should be noted that the methodology in calculating the local taxes generated has been 
modified since the 1997 study. The employment and economic impact portion of the 
model remain unchanged. The impact of ARAMARK and LifeWay were not included in 
the 1997 study. 
 
Since the 1997 study, the number of jobs supported by Union University increased from 
656 to 1,203. The economic impact on Madison County also increased from $38.7 
million to $81.5 million.   



 
Union University Economic Impact Comparison 

 
 

 
Employment      1997  2002   
 
Direct Employment     265  388 
Indirect Employment     391  911 
 
Total Jobs Supported     656  1,299 
 
Local Government Revenues – Annual       
 
Sales Tax     $  484,227  $    568,309 
Property Tax     $  345,625  $    542,200 
Other Local Tax    $  103,140  $    121,049 
Total      $  932,992  $ 1,231,558 
 
Economic Impact          
  
Annual Impact*     $38,782,999  $87,332,709 
 
 
*2002 figures include bookstore and food service auxiliary services 


